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notes on the icol ch uadci-. uirl suncs, < spemlls those
in Romola, (3) list of bookt> mentioned in the novels
and stones, -with identifications, (4) inde^: of originals
Iltieis to all chapters in which i chaiacter appears and
gives nuny bibhogiaphic lefcienccb to sources of in-
formation
Emerson
Cooke, George Willis Bibliography of
Ralph Waldo Emerson Bost, Hough-
ton, 1908 340p 23cm o p	012
Hubbell, George Shelton Concordance
to the poems of Ralph Waldo Emerson
N Y , Wilson, 1932 478p 26cm $6 811
Based on the text of volume 9 of the Centenary edi-
tion of Emerson (Houghton, Mifflm), and thus incom-
plete at> iu coveis only the poems collected in that vol-
ume and does not include uncollected poems scattered
through other volumes of the edition Gives ail occur-
ifences of avoids listed except in the case of some 172
common wordb for which only faelected references are
_ru eri
Fitzgerald
Tutin, John Ramsden Concordance to
Fitzgei aid's translation of the Rubaiyat
of Omar Khayyam Lond and N Y,
Macmillan, 1900 169p 21cm o p 891
Indexes eveiy \\oid in the last edition issued during
Fitzgeiald's lifetime, eveiy word m the first edition,
1S39, and all vanations in the 2d, 3d and other editions,
forming a prictitally complete index to the entue woiL
in its distinct foims References are to edition, quatrain
and line
Gray
Northup, Clark Sutherland Bibliogra-
phy of Thomas Gray New Haven, Yale
univ pr, 1917 296p 22cm (Cornell
studies in English, 1) $3	012
Cook, Albert Stanburrough Concord-
ance to the English poems of Thomas
Gray Bost, Houghton, 1908 160p 24cm
op	821
Omits 47 common uords, following the precedent of
Strong's Exhaustive concordance of the Bible, but is
otherwise complete Based upon Gosbe's ed
Hardy
Webb, A P Bibliography of the works
of Thomas Hardy, 1865-1915 Lond,
Rollings, 1916 127p 2facsims 21cm 012
Saxelby, F Outwm. A Thomas Hardy
dictionary, the characters and scenes of
 the novels and poems alphabetically ar-
ranged and described Lond , Routledge,
NY Button, 1911 Ixxvm, 238p 23cni
op	823
Co ifaiiito Biographical sketch, List of 1st editions,
Bibliography of the novels, List of booi^s about Hardj
<?nd "Wesse\, Map "Heart of Wessex", List of ficti-
tious place names followed by real names, Synopses of
the novels, Dictionary of characters and places The
dictionary gi\es brief account of each character and
some illustrative quotations, and refers to all chapters
m which the character appears
Hawthorne
Browne, Nina Eliza Bibliography of
Nathaniel Hawthorne Bost, Houghton,
1905 215p 23cm op	012
O'Connor, Evangeiine M. Analytical in-
dex to the works of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne Bost, Houghton [c!882] 294p
19cm op	813
Jefferson
Foley, John P The Jeffersoman cyclo-
pedia, a comprehensive collection of the
views of Thomas Jeflerson N Y , Funk,
1900 1009p il, ports 25cm $7 50. 818
Keats
Baldwin, Dane Lewis Concordance to
the poems of John Keats Wash, Car-
negie mst, 191? 437p 30cm $7 821
Based on the Buxton Fonnan eds of 1910 and 1914
Gives a complete record of all words used by Keats,
except 59 common words omitted altogether and 10
others lecoided only partially
Keble
Concordance to "The Christian year"
N Y, Pott & Amery, 1871 524p. 18cm
op	821
Omits "such words as would only enlarge the volume
without adding to its usefulness"—Pref
Kipling
Young, W Arthur. Dictionary of the
characters and scenes in the stories and
poems of Rudyard Kipling, 1886-1911
Lond, Routledge, NY, Dutton [19111
231p. 23cm o p	823
Contains Summary of the books (giwng synopses of
plots), and Dictionary proper, which gives names of
the characters and titles of books, stories and poems in
one alphabet Accounts of characters are brief, do not

